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Summary
Measles is one of the major preventable childhood killer diseases in developing countries. Annually about 70 million cases occur worldwide. Measles vaccine has been developed over decades to prevent and control measles. Although national immunization programs prevent over 80 million cases of measles and 4.5 million deaths annually, it is estimated that over 30 million cases and 875,000 deaths still occur every year. High transmission of measles despite high coverage with 1-dose measles vaccine has been reported in some developing countries. Some of the reasons for vaccine failure in developing countries include: poor seroconversion, questionable potency of vaccines due to problems with cold chain that ultimately affect the quality of vaccine and waning immunity. To prevent outbreaks of measles in developing countries, there is need for second dose of measles vaccine to take care of vaccine failures. This measure is necessary even in countries where there is high coverage with one dose of measles vaccine. The relevant International Agencies need to develop second dose measles vaccination policies for developing countries as obtains in some developed countries.
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Introduction
Measles is a contagious disease caused by measles virus. Measles virus is paramyxovirus of a single serological type. The disease is highly communicable with an incubation period of about 10 days (with a range of 7 to 18 days). The disease is characterized by prodromal fever, conjunctivitis, coryza, cough and presence of Koplik spots. A characteristic maculopapular rash appears on the third to seventh day beginning on the face and become more generalized. Man is the only source of the measles virus.

WHO Expanded Program on Immunization in 1989 estimates that 1.6 million die from measles each year in developing countries (excluding China) making it the biggest killer among the six EPI target diseases.(1,2) Globally about 70 million cases occur annually. Immunization of children against measles therefore prevents mortality and morbidity not only during the acute phase but also during subsequent months.(1) Standard measles vaccine is associated with a mortality reduction greater than that caused only by prevention of measles.(3)

In 1989, the World Health Assembly resolved to reduce measles morbidity by 90% and measles mortality by 95% compared with the pre-vaccine era. In 1990 the World Summit on Children set a target of 90% for measles vaccine coverage by 2000.(4)

Despite achieving and sustaining global measles vaccination of about 80% over the past decade, measles remains the fifth leading cause of death among children less than 5 years old worldwide. In 2000 an estimated 31 million cases of measles occurred and resulted in 777,000 deaths. Measles accounted for 44% of total deaths due to vaccine preventable diseases among children less than 15 years old.(5)

Although national immunization programs globally prevent over 80 million cases of measles and 4.5 million deaths annually, it is estimated that over 30 million cases and 875,000 deaths still occur every year. This represents 50 – 60% of the estimated 1.6 million deaths caused annually by childhood vaccine-preventable diseases.(6) Measles is one of the most contagious human diseases and large outbreaks continue to occur in countries despite high vaccination coverage using a single dose vaccination.(5)

Studies suggest that measles infection occurring in vaccinated children may be related to the intensity of exposure and the fact that many children that have some degree of immunity secure a milder infection raises questions on vaccination programs. Measles immunity is usually life long, and it has been assumed that vaccination-induced immunity would provide permanent protection. It is often concluded that those vaccinated children who later develop measles have not reacted to the vaccine.(7)

The global measles mortality reduction and regional elimination strategic plan 2001 -2005 endorsed a new recommendation on measles vaccination, that in addition to the first dose of measles vaccine at nine months of age, there should be a second opportunity for measles vaccination for all children so that a dose can be given to children who have not been vaccinated previously or have not responded to the first dose.(4,8-11)

Children vaccinated with measles vaccine seem less susceptible than do other unvaccinated children because there are significantly fewer index cases among them, vaccinated secondary cases have lower mortality rate and
vaccinated index cases may be less infectious because they give rise to fewer secondary cases than do unvaccinated index cases. Reduced susceptibility, milder infection, and lower infectivity suggest that some of the vaccinated children who develop measles have a degree of immunity.(7)

High transmission of measles despite high coverage with 1-dose measles vaccine have been reported in Harare, Zimbabwe, the failure rate from the standard Schwartz measles vaccine also appear to be high.(12) Marufu et al reported changes in transmission pattern of measles following an outbreak in Gweru city in Zimbabwe. High measles transmission was found among school age children, 49% of cases were in children aged 60 - 119 months and 68% of them had been vaccinated. The high transmission in school age children could spill into the community generating secondary cases among the younger sibling and this could result in high morbidity and mortality.(13)

In many countries in developing countries one dose routine immunization is provided to children about 9 months of age. In addition catch-up campaigns, periodic (every 3 - 5 years) follow up campaigns of children 9 months to 5 years are provided to assure maintenance of high measles population immunity.(5) Between 1990 and 2000, reported global routine immunization coverage with one dose of measles vaccine among infants remained 80%. However, coverage varied widely between countries within regions. African Region reported the lowest coverage both in 1995 and 2000. Sixteen countries (almost all in Africa) reported coverage below 50%. (4)

Despite high single-dose measles immunization coverage since 1980s and high 2-dose coverage since 5 years, Romania experienced a measles epidemic between November 1996 and June 1998, apart from unvaccinated children younger than 2 years, largest cases occurred among persons aged 8 through 18 years, 73% of the measles cases had been previously vaccinated. The measles vaccine efficacy studies conducted during the epidemics found the measles vaccine to be highly effective, indicating that measles among vaccinated school children was primarily due to vaccine failure, failure to respond to a single dose of measles vaccine.(14) Although a single properly administered dose of vaccine should be adequate, even a few errors and low failure rates leave enough susceptible individuals to permit continued outbreak.

Seroconversion

As a result of a study on serological response to measles vaccination in India, John et al. concluded that it is difficult to protect the majority of measles susceptible population with a single dose regardless of the immunization schedule, a second dose of measles vaccine may be necessary to increase herd immunity.(15) Vaccination of susceptible children with live attenuated vaccine demonstrated failure of seroconversion in most children below 15 months and indicated maximum serological protection when vaccinated at about 15 months of age when immediate threat of infection is removed by effective control of the disease in susceptibles.(16)

Vaccine efficacy in a study in rural Senegal was found to be 76% (95% CI: 36 - 91) in children ≥ 10 years of age as compared with 81% (95% CI: 66 - 90) in children aged < 5 years.(17) In another study in Zaire where most children were vaccinated before the age of 9 months the reported vaccine efficacy was 69%.(18) In the same study in Zaire, death rate was significantly higher for the non-seroconverters and between age of measles vaccination and 3 years of age, seroconverters had a cumulative mortality risk of 4.5% vs 15.1% for non converters, indicating a 3-fold difference.(18) Seroconversion following studies done 30 – 70 days after first measles vaccination in rural Kenya was found to be 71%. The mean age of the children at vaccination was 11.6 ± 4.8 months and the range was 2 – 38 months.(19) Mahomva et al. found vaccine efficacy following vaccination to control an outbreak of measles in Zimbabwe to be 68% which is low,(20) while in Chad vaccine efficacy was found to be 71% (95% CI: 59 – 80%). (21)

Işık et al in a study in Istanbul where children received first dose measles vaccine at 9 months and second dose at 15 months found that passive antibody positivity rate was 5.2% at 9 months. Seroconversion rate was 77.6% after the first dose and 81.9% after the second dose. The study also found that 86.7% of those that were seronegative after first dose became seropositive after the second dose at age of 15 months. (22)

Factors associated with vaccine failure

Factors related to seroconversion in the child

An important factor in the waning of passively acquired antibody is the variation in antibody durability in the infant. In poor families children acquire many infections and passively acquired antibody is swept out.(23) Conditions of overcrowding and extensive exposure that cause high measles mortality are the same conditions that lead to a high rate of vaccine failure.(7) Hasley et al and Lyamuya et al in their studies found that malnutrition and acute infections did not affect seroconversion rates.(24,25) However, Migaenena et al in their own study among Thai infants reported that infections concurrent or subsequent to measles vaccination adversely affected antibody responses in their study subjects.(26)

Children with high pre-existing antibody titer fail to seroconvert. Children with lower pre-existing antibody titer seroconverted, but the resulting antibody titer was significantly lower than in children without pre-existing antibody titer.(27) Metintas et al also reported that the presence of maternal antibody reduces success of vaccination against measles.(28) Hasley et al studied seroconversion among Haitian children and found that seroconversion rate increased from 45% at 6 months to 100% at 12 months and suggested that lowest rate of vaccine failure compatible with acceptable low rates of
infection could be achieved by vaccination after 8 months of age.(24)

Black et al in their study in Brazil found that children because of their young age failed to develop protective levels immunity after vaccination, approximately after 18 months of initial vaccination 46% of the children maintained low levels of neutralizing antibody but did not have a measurable haemagglutination-inhibition titer. Revaccination did not elicit an IgM response in most children but stimulated IgG production and the IgG titers fell again within 3 months. This result suggests that early administration of measles vaccine may produce a cohort of children with inadequate immunity that can not be fully immunized by revaccination.(29)

Quality of vaccine

Adu et al. in a study conducted in Ibadan, Nigeria among children at least 9 months old, found immune response was directly related to the titer of vaccines used. For the vaccine that met the minimum WHO required standard it stimulated responses in 87.5% - 100% of children vaccinated. Some of the vaccines in use did not meet the WHO standard.(30) When vaccinated children develop measles it is usually assumed that seroconversion did not occur because maternal antibodies neutralized the vaccine, because immunoglobulins were administered simultaneously, or because improper handling of the vaccine inactivated it. A lot of vaccine failures have been reported in developing countries.(7)

The quality of vaccine used for vaccination in which some had below WHO standard of log 10^1 TCID50 at the point vaccination has been found to be responsible for low seroconversion in vaccinated children. This usually has to do with the cold chain management particularly at the lower levels.(30-32) A study on vaccine potency and efficacy in Nigeria found only 1 (7.1%) of 14 vials used for measles vaccination had virus titer of 3.5 Log while the rest had less than 3.0 Log – the recommended human dose by WHO and this was reported as a factor in vaccine failure and adequate seroconversion.(33) This is similar to findings by Onoja et al in a study conducted in Ibadan, Nigeria.(34)

Waning immunity

In a study of antibody prevalence in Gambia among children who had received one dose of measles vaccine, measles antibody concentration were ≤ 1:8 in 8.2% of 8 – 9 year-old vaccinated children while in a previous survey of 3 – 4 year-old children this was 11.3%. The study found that immunity acquired after measles vaccination had waned over 8 years as indicated in the fall in the Geometric Mean Concentration between the surveys.(35)

Data from field studies (36) in Guinea-Bissau, southern India, and Senegal suggest declining measles vaccine efficacy and increasing measles infection rates with age and time since vaccination. The effect may be more pronounced for children vaccinated with a single dose at the age of 9 months. Other factors leading to lower population immunity in these settings are: reduced transfer of maternal antibodies to infants, causing increased susceptibility at young ages, and lower antibody levels in immune individuals because of reduced boosting from re-exposure to natural measles. Improved measles control or eradication will require higher immunity levels and better vaccine efficacy. This can be achieved through a two-dose strategy.

In a study in Peru children were found to have excellent antibody responses after measles vaccination but only 23% generated detectable lymphoproliferative responses to measles antigens less than what obtains among children in developed countries. This may contribute to the less than uniform success of measles vaccination programs in developing countries.(37)

Way out for vaccine failure

A study in Ethiopia (27) showed that a primary vaccine failure rate estimated to be 21% (95% CI: 12-34). Primary vaccine failures have been attributed to the presence of residual maternal antibody, at the time of vaccination, damaged vaccine, receipt of immune globulin, genetic factors and other incompletely understood factors. After a second dose, > 99% of vaccinees experience seroconversion and develop immunity.(38) In Niger, Kaninda et al reported vaccine effectiveness increased with age at vaccination from 78% with single dose administered at 6 months of age to 95% at 9 months and vaccine effectiveness with two-dose strategy was 93%. (39)

Planning of measles immunization programs should consider their impact on survival and not only on the problem of vaccine failure. In areas in which the incidence of measles among young children is high, high frequency of vaccinated children with measles should not necessarily lead to raising the age at which vaccinations are given.(7) Issues to consider in given second dose of measles vaccine include sociological and biological drawbacks. If vaccines are given too early the mothers are falsely secured and the vaccine discredited when measles follows. When children are vaccinated while they have passive antibody, they can be made refractory to re-immunization. In the latter circumstance, revaccination may produce only a transient secondary response and even twice or thrice vaccinated children may remain unprotected.(40)

Conclusion

Measles remain a disease of public health importance in developing countries. Measles vaccine has significant efficacy for the control of this preventable disease. Even in countries with high single-dose immunization coverage measles epidemics have been reported. Measles vaccine failures resulting from various factors remain a problem that need to be addressed for measles control and eventually measles eradication. Second-dose measles vaccination program have been shown to reduce the problem of vaccine failures. The second dose will help to take care of vaccine failure resulting from presence of residual maternal antibody and damage to vaccine during the first dose as...
well as too early vaccination with the first dose. Relevant International Agencies need to develop second dose measles vaccination policies for developing countries as obtains in some developed countries.
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